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76. Poisson Transformations on AIIine Symmetric Spaces*)

By Toshio OSHIMA**)

(Communicated by K.Ssaku YOSIDA, M. J. A., Nov. 12, 1979)

1. Introduction. Let G be a connected real semisimple Lie group
with finite center, a any involutive analytic automorphism of G, and
H any closed subgroup which lies between the totality G of fixed points
of a and the identity component of G. Then the homogeneous, space
G/H is an affine symmetric space. It is known that any eigenfunction
of all invariant differential operators on a Riemannian symmetric
space o the noncompact ty,pe can be represented by the Poisson integral
of a hyperunction on its maximal boundary, which was conjectured
by Helgason [2] and completely solved by [3]. In this note we define
a generalization o the Poisson integral on G/H and extend the result
in [3] to the case of G/H. For example, by the involution (g, g’)(g’, g)
o G G, the group G itseff can be regarded as an affine symmetric
space and then our result gives integral representations of simultaneous
eigenfunctions o biinvariant differential operators on G. If G/H
satisfies some conditions, this problem was studied by [6] (cf. also [5]).
An extended version of this note is to appear later.

2. Preliminary results. We fix a Cartan involution o G com-
muting with a (cf. [1] or the existence of ) and also denote by a and
8 the corresponding involutions of the Lie algebra g o G. Let g---(resp. g--q) be the decomposition o g into q-1 and --1 eigenspaces
or (resp. a). Let a be a maximal abelian subspace of q, a
maximal abelian subspace of containing , and a Caftan subalgebra
of containing both and a maximal abelian subspace of m q, where
m denotes the centralizer of , in . Furthermore we put --i q and
i--i . For a linear subspace 5 of g, 5 denotes the complexification
of 5. If 5 is a subalgebra, U(5) denotes the universal enveloping algebra
of 5. Let Ad (resp. ad) denote the adjoint representation of G (resp.
g) on g or U(g). For a linear subspace a of i, * denotes the dual space
of a and * the complexification of *. Then we put g(a; )-(X e g
ad(Y)X--,(X) for all Y e a} for any in * and moreover 27()----( e a*
--(0);g(a; ]):/:(0)). By the Killing form (, o the complex Lie
algebra g, we identiy * and , and therefore is identified
with a subspace of *. Let K denote the analytic subgroup of G cot-
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responding to , and M (resp. M*) the centralizer (resp. the normalizer)
of a, in K. The quotient group M*/M is. the Weyl group of the restricted
root system 2(a,), which we denote by W(,).

Lemma 1. i) is a maximal abelian subspace of q.
ii) 2(i) and 2() satisfy the axiom of root systems. Let W() and

W() denote the corresponding Weyl groups.
iii) Put W()0--(w e W(); w Io=id}, WO(i) {w e W(i); w() a},

W(,) (w e W(%) w Io id}, W(,) {w e W(,) w(a) a} and W( H)
=(M*H)/(MH). Then W(,).W(,; H)W*(,) and the quotient
groups’ W()/ W()a and W()/W(%) are naturally identified with W().

iv) We can define a system of compatible orderings of the root
systems 2(i), 2(), 2() and 2(). Let X(i) /, X(o) /, 2()/ and ()/
denote the corresponding sets of all positive roots.

Let p denote half the sum of the elements of X(i) and D(G/H)the
C-algebra of all G-invariant differential operators on G/H. For any
De U(), we define Die U(i) so that D--Die ,/ ,(i;-)U()
+ U()) and we denote by (D) the image of D under the automor-
phism of U(i) which maps X to X-p(X) for every X e i. Putting
U()’={D e U(); Ad(h)D=D for any h e H}, we have

Lemma 2. The map and the natural identification D(G/H)_
U()’/U()f U() induce the sur]ective C-algebra isomorphism

" D(G/H)---I(),
where I() denotes the set of all W()-invariants in U().

Extending any e i* to an algebra homomorphism of U(i) onto C,
we define a system of differential equations on G/H"

_l" (D--((D)))u=O for all D e D(G/H).
:. Eigenspaces and principal series. For a real analytic manifold

U we denote by (U) (resp. _q)’(U), C(U), (U)) the space o Sato’s
hyper2unctions (resp. Schwartz’ distributions, indefinitely differen-
tiable unctions, real analytic unctions) on U. Then .q3(U)2’(U)
U(U)(U). Each x e G acts on the linear space _(G) by the let
translation

v" f(g)(rf)(g)= f(x-g) or f e _(G)
and _q3(G/H) is identified with the G-submodule {f e (G) f(gh)=f(g)
or all h e H} of (G). We define a Frchet space

C.(G/H)={f e C(G/H) f [,< oo or any (D, ]) e U() Z}
with the seminorms , and the dual space C’.(G/H) of C.(G/H)(R)dy,
where any D e U(g) is regarded as a let-invariant differential operator
on G, [Ifl D,=sup(,x)e [(Df)(k exp X)[ exp (](X, X}/) and dy is an
invariant measure on G/H. We denote by (G/H;A) the space of
all solutions o in (G/H), where =_, _q)’, , C or .

We put g ,ez (,)/ g(% a). Let N, A and A, denote the an-
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alytic subgroups of G corresponding to , a and %, respectively. We
define a parabolic subgroup Po=[_Jwe(o,)s MA,NwN. Let
be the Langlands decomposition of P such that MA centralizes a.
Let ms denote the Lie algebra of Ms and let ms=m(a)+g(a) be the
decomposition of m into the direct sum of a compact reductive Lie
algebra re(a) and a noncompact semisimple Lie algebra (a). Let M(a)0
and G(a) denote the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to re(a) and
fi(a), respectively. Putting M(a)=M(a)oAd-I(Ad(K) exp ad(/- la,)),
we have

Lemma 3. M(a)M, G(a)H and Ms=M(a)G(a).
Let w, w., ..., w be representatives o the actor set

W(a, H) \W (%),
where r=[W(a)’W(a; H)]. We choose representatives , of w, in
M* so that moAd(7l)=mo (i--1,...,r). We put M(a),=M(a)
7IH,, Qo= G(a)ANs and Ps,,--M(a),Qs. Let M(a) denote the set

of all equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of M(a)
with non-zero M(a),-fixed vectors. For a e M(a), let ; be the cor-
responding character and let e (ra(a) i)* be the dominant weight of
the corresponding representation of re(a) which is compatible with the
orderings in Lemma 1. Then e *. Conversely, or a A e t*, we put

(A)={(,i); i=l,...,r,eM(a) and +p]eW()(-A)}. Last in
this. section we define idempotent maps

p" (G) >(G)

M(o)t
and G-modules

(G/Qo L)=(f e (G) f(gxan)= f(g) exp ((2-p)(log a))
for all g e G, x e G(a), a e As and n e

(G/Po, L)={f e (G/Go L) pf--f},
where i e {1, ..., r}, e M(a), e {., ’, ’ and } and e a*. In this
note any measure on any compact group is the Haar measure so
normalized that the total measure equals one. We call every
(G/Po,; L) a function space of principal series for G/H.

4. Poisson transformations. To defiae Poisson kernels we
prepare the followiag lemma which easily follows from [4].

Lemma 4. i) ).=HP is a disjoint union of the open subsets
HwPo of G and the union is dense in G.

ii) (H) (M(a)ANo)=M(a) for i-- 1, ., r.

For i= 1, ..., r, e M(a), e a* and g e G, we put

z(m{m) exp ((2-- p)(X))dm{
h(3, g)=] if g e Hm (exp X)Ns with m e M(a) and X e

[0 i2 g e HPo.
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Lemma 5. The functions h(,2;g) on G are continuous when
Re (--p,a}0 for all ae ()/. They can be meromorphically ex-
tended for all e * as distributions on G. The extensions will be
denoted by the same notation and called Poisson kernels.

Then partial Poisson transformations ,, of .(G/Q ;L) are
defined by

(,,f)(g)= f(k)h(, 2 g k)dk for f e _(G/Q L).

5. The main theorem. We put ?I={Xn.a; a e 2() arid n. e Z},
={ e X(i) I=0 and g(i ) V) (() q) +() p)) :/:{0}} and or each root

in we choose a root vector X i g(i; )((q)+(p))so that
2(X, t(X)}=--(, fl}. For a complex abeliaa vector space o , we
put (c)= {Z ] ;/ is a weight of an irreducible unitary representation
of K with non-zero (K H M)-fixed vectors, where Z belongs to the
dual of a maximal complex abelian vector space of containing }.
Then we can state our theorem.

Theorem 6. i) he following conditions for in * are equivalent"
( 1 ) (G/H;I,)=(O},
(2) .(G/U l)={O},
( 3 ) (w])= for any w e W().

ii) Assume an element r=(A, ) e * (A e * e a* ) satisfies
(A. 0) 2 is not a pole of h (, --; g) for any (, i) e (A),

--2(2, o/(o, o e N{1, 2, 3, ...} for any e (a)/,
w(v p) I :/: I + l [ for any (a,/, w) e ?I () (W(j)

(A. 1)
(A. 2)

W(i)),
(A. 3) (w2, fl} :/: (a + p, fl} + /- 1@, X a(X)} for any (a, fl, w)

e W(i) and any e (C(X-a(X))).
Then the Poisson transformation. (G/P, L) )(G/H)

defiined by ,((f,))= i,,f, (f, e 2(G/P, L)) is a G-isomor-
phism of the direct sum of function spaces of principal series for G/H
onto the eigenspace (G/H;) and induces a homeomorphism of
(,)e() ’(G/P, L) onto C(G/H ).

Here we remark that= for any w e W(i) and that there
exists an opea dense subset (a)’ o a such that every condition ia
Theorem 6 ii) holds if(A)and 2 e (a)’. Moreover, defining Poiss.oa
kernels by a suitable analytic continuation o linear combinations o
h(, 2; g), we can omit the condition (A. 0).

The proof of Theorem 6 is based on the construction of the inverse
of ,, which is the map of taking the boundary values o eigenfunc-
tions in (G/H; ). This method o the proof is also used in [3] and
[6]. By the way, i all the boundary values of an eigenunction in
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.(G/H; ,_/l) vanish, the function must be zero. This implies the
following

Remark 7. For any , in * there exist closed G-invariant linear
subspaces E (] e N) of (G/H; ,_l) and G-equivariant maps of E
to (G/P,; L) with the kernel E+,, respectively, such that E,
-(G/H;,2/I)... EE+,..., E.-{0} for a sufficiently large
./and 2-p]- e {w; w e W()}.
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